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conclusion in this manuscript 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Title:  Please rewrite the title in a more specific manner.  Key Words:  Please rewrite 

‘Metagenomic sequencing; Xpert test for tuberculosis’ as ‘metagenomic next-generation 

sequencing; Xpert’ in the Key Words list and add more relevant keywords if any.  

Abstract:  Do the authors mean ‘Metagenomic next-generation sequencing (mNGS)’ by 

‘tested for intraocular infection by second-generation gene’?  Case Presentation:  Chief 

Complaints 1. Please revise as ‘occasional dry cough’ instead of mentioning cough twice.  

2. Cephalosporin is not an anti-inflammatory treatment, please revise appropriately.  3. 

Please use ‘days’ instead of ‘d’.  Physical examination upon admission 1. Please rewrite 

the paragraph in a more systematic and scientific manner.  Laboratory examinations 1. 

Please mention whether Xpert was carried out for IO fluid or any other sample.  Final 

diagnosis 1. Please use same terminology for gene test throughout the article (e.g. 

mNGS).  2. It’s Brain MRI, not Head MRI.  3. Please rewrite the systemic diagnosis 

without numbering.  4. Please clarify and rewrite the sentence ‘Through a variety of 

molecular biological detection means, the etiological diagnosis is clear’.  5. Differential 

diagnosis should come before final diagnosis. Please note these are the differentials of 
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Granulomatous Uveitis.  Treatment 1. Please use ‘day’ instead of ‘d’.  2. Please clarify 

regarding the drugs ‘pralprofen eye drops and compound topicamide eye drops’ and 

also regarding the phrase ‘3 times/bedtime’.  Outcome and Follow-up 1. Please note it’s 

known as ‘anterior chamber reaction and vitreous haze’, not ‘opacity’.  2. There are 

separate grading systems available for AC Cells and Flare and Vitreous Haze. Thus, 

rewrite the paragraph accordingly.  Discussion:  1. It’s not clear from the study 

whether Xpert was used for only sputum and placental tissue or was used for IO fluid 

also, along with mNGS.  2. Rather than mentioning IO fluid, please clearly mention 

whether it’s Vitreous Humor or Aqueous Humor throughout the article.  3. Please 

clarify what it means by ‘single case report with a small number of samples’.  Figures:  

1. Please clarify what the numbers (e.g. 8-1) signify.  2. In Figure 3, please describe all 

the findings clearly in a standardized manner.  3. Please clarify what is suetoid KP.  

Other Comments:  1. The authors have mentioned about the use of multimodal 

ophthalmic imaging in this case. However, use of multimodal imaging is not found for 

this case in the article. If used, please provide the relevant information.   2. 

Ophthalmological examination part is grossly deficient in the article.  3. The authors 

need to use more scientific terminologies as appropriate throughout the article.  4. 

Grammatical and sentence construction errors needs to be rectified appropriately 

throughout the article. 

 


